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Received 10 October 1983 
We discuss uperconformal spects of  supergravity in eleven dimensions. We suggest that the Poincar~ theory is obtain- 
ed by a compensating mechanism using a scalar superfield. 
Superconformal concepts help to clarify the off- 
shell structure of Poincar6 supergravity : I :1  . In this 
letter, we consider the application of this idea to 
supergravity in eleven dimensions (d = 11). We con- 
struct part of an off-shell multiplet which contains 
the superconformal gauge fields (the linearized Weyl 
multiplet). Using a scalar multiplet as a compensating 
multiplet, we obtain part of the off-shell Poincar6 
theory. These results are in agreement with those of 
ref. [2]. 
The Weyl multiplet is defined to be the smallest 
off-shell multiplet containing supergravitational spin 
2 and spin 3/2 representations. It should contain the 
states of the on-shell Poincar6 theory [3] as a mass- 
less submultiplet, o which it can be restricted by im- 
posing appropriate conditions. The usual procedure 
to construct the Weyl multiplet is to consider a suit- 
able matter multiplet and to apply supercurrent tech- 
niques [4]. Obviously, this method fails in d = 11 
due to the absence of matter multiplets. We there- 
fore start with irreducible massive spin 2 and spin 3/2 
representations, and attempt o close the supercon- 
formal commutator algebra on these fields. This re- 
veals the need for spin 1 fields in the form of anti- 
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symmetric tensors. In addition, we are forced to in- 
troduce a spinor 3, which satisfies a differential con- 
straint, as was also the case in the d = 10 Weyl mul- 
tiplet [5]. Off-shell supermultiplets in d = 11 are 
large, the smallest contains at least 216 field compo- 
nents. Therefore, we do not expect o be able to com- 
plete this ad hoc construction of the Weyl multiplet. 
We do find, however, that the low spin part that we 
obtain, is essentially insensitive to the higher spin 
fields which are undoubtedly required to close the 
algebra. Our partial results will therefore remain valid 
if eventually the full multiplet is obtained by other 
means. 
Let us now consider the construction of the Weyl 
multiplet in more detail. We start with elfbein and 
gravitino fields e a and ~u" To separate the irreducible 
spin 2 and spin 3~2 states we introduce local dilata- 
tions D, S-supersymmetry transformations and con- 
formal boosts K, and their respective gauge fields bz, 
~bu andfa," As a starting point, we take for e au, t~u and 
b u the standard transformation rules: 
Sea =~gra~,~ - ADen, 
8~u = cDta(co,b)e -aAD~ u -- Purl 
= 1 - 1 - -t-e~ 8b u ~e~bu+ ~uAD-  ~r/~ u AKa. 
The derivatives /.t 
(1) 
are covariant with respect o con- 
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formal transformations. The covariant curvatures are 
Racy (e) = cl)[u%la' Ruv(Q) = c/)[u~vl - P[u@l '  
ab R u (M) = O [u c°v] ab _ ~ [uaccou] cb _ 2f[u [aev ]b] 
(2) 
and satisfy the usual conventional constraints 
ab u R~,(P) = O, VURu~(Q ) = O, Ruu(M)e b = 0. (3) 
Because of (3), the gauge fields co ab , q~. and f a are 
dependent. The commutator of t~o Q~transf0~rma - 
tions must yield a supercovariant translation and is 
allowed to give other field dependent transformations. 
With the transformations (1), this is the case on the 
elfbein, but not on ~u" If we keep for the moment 
the transformation of e a as it is, the only allowed 
modification in 6 ~u (modulo field dependent S trans- 
formations) is by terms containing three- and four- 
index antisymmetric tensors. These generate field 
dependent Lorentz transformations in the algebra on 
e a. With the transformations # 
60extra_u = (p  pabed _ 3pabcdpu)eNabed, 
6Nabed = ~ ~V [ab R cd] (Q), (4) 
we correctly generate the supercovariant translation 
on ~u. The coefficients in (4) are chosen such that 
the algebra does not contain a field dependent S 
transformation. A three-index tensor  Nab e is not re- 
quired at this stage. This result could have been anti- 
cipated from the known (on-shell) closure of the al- 
gebra of super-Poincar6 transformations [3]. 
Next we gather the ~u terms in the commutator 
of two Q transformations on ~u. These arise from the 
variation of co ab and b , and from part ofR. v(Q)" 
In order to cancel these terms, we are forced to in- 
troduce a spinor 3, which transforms inhomogeneous- 
ly under S transformations, i.e. 8SX = 7. We then al- 
low transformations ofNab e and Nabed into 
D ux = cO ux-¢~ . (5) 
These transformations can be chosen in such a way 
that in the commutator on ~ one finds only X- 
dependent Q transformations and Dk-dependent S 
transformations. The h-dependent Q transformations 
give rise to new terms containing ~u, which then 
precisely cancel against he original ~b terms. Note 
that explicit ~b u terms in the transformation ofN(3 ) 
and N(4 ) are not allowed. Such terms would give rise 
to gauge transformations ofN(3 ) and N(4), as can be 
seen from the [Q,S] commutator. However, such a 
gauge transformation applied to 8 ~u does not yield 
a supersymmetry transformation. 
One should then show that the algebra closes on 
X as well. It turns out, however, that it is impossible 
to obtain the DX-dependent S transformation on X 
itself, and we must therefore conclude that X is not 
an independent field, but is determined in terms of 
~u by the differential constraint 
DX = 0. (6) 
The constraint (6) is analogous to a similar condition 
in the d = 10 Weyl multiplet [5]. The difference with 
d = 10 is that in d = 11 the constraint (6) is not re- 
quired to obtain closure on ~u'  but only for closure 
on X itself. With the constraint (6) the linearized trans- 
formation rules of), are determined by those of ~u. 
We can write the linearized form of (6) as: 
x =-~o (1/D)~r~v0 %, (7) 
which shows that (as in d = 10) any attempt o for- 
mulate the Weyl multiplet without the dependent 
field X necessarily involves nonlocal terms. It is po- 
sible to relax the constraint (6) by adding another 
multiplet. One introduces tensors T(3 ) and T(4 ) in 
6 ~u, whose variation into DX cancels the field de- 
pendent S transformation. This will result in a larger, 
reducible field representation without differential 
constraints. 
The linearized transformation rules of the inde- 
pendent fields are at this stage 
6e~ = 1 - a 
6 ~u = cO u e + (Pu cabcd - 3I'abcdFu)eNabcd 
+ (5Pr  abc + 9pabCFu)eNab e -- Furl , 
6Nbe = ~ gP[a b De] X, 
6Nabed = 9Ag ~V[a b Red I (O) + ~ "dV[abeDd] X. (8) 
The algebra contains a X-dependent O transformation, 
but no field dependent S transformations. With (7) 
and (8) we can now calculate the transformation of
X. If any nonlocal terms remain in 8h this signals the 
need to introduce other dependent fields. We find 
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that indeed a dependent scalar o, as well as dependent 
tensors Cab c and Cabcd are required. They are given 
by the relations 
Do= -{oR(e), 
[] Cab c = ---~(7 •Nbc  - 27 3[a 3dNbc ]d)' 
- ~(2~Nbe d + 123[a3fNbed]y ). (9) [] Cabcd 
With (7), (8) and (9) the transformation rules of the 
dependent fields can be determined. We find: 
8o=~e-X + AD, 
6X = ½Doe + I'abc eCabe + pabcd eCabed + rl, 
8Gbc = -A  gr[aaDcl X - ~ "grlaRbc ](O), 
6 Cabcd = --a-~ gF [abcDd] X 
- (6" 160) -1 eP[ab Red] (Q)" (10) 
The algebra now closes on e~ and ~bu, but not on N(3 ) 
and N(4 ). The transformation rules of these fields 
therefore require additional terms, containing spinors 
with antisymmetrized Lorentz indices. These terms 
will then, via (9), determine whether or not more 
dependent fields are required. A straightforward cal- 
culation shows that any new terms in the transforma- 
tions of N(3 ) and N(4 ) do not cancel in the commuta- 
tor calculated on flu" The only way to obtain such 
a cancellation is to allow the appearance of new spin 
2 fields in the transformation of flu itself. 
With additional spin 2 fields it is not difficult to 
envisage how closure of the algebra on N(3), N(4 ) and 
flu might be achieved. We will not do this extremely 
complicated calculation, but we will indicate that its 
result does not modify the reasoning which led to 
(8), (9) and (10). Depending on the dimension of 
the spin 2 field, the variation of ~b u nray involve a 
derivative. If it does, our calculation leading to (4) 
changes if the variation of the new spin 2 field con- 
tains ~u" However, such a variation implies that this 
spin 2 field is not auxiliary in the corresponding Poin- 
car~ theory. If there is no derivative in the variation 
of ~u, the spin 2 field might go to ~,  since ~b u is 
proportional to the Poincar6 field equation of qJu" 
However, the argument which excludes a 0 u varia- 
ation of N(3 ) and N(4 ) also applies here. Therefore, 
the inclusion of spin 2 fields besides the elfbein, which 
is certainly required to extend (8) to the full Weyl 
multiplet, does not modify the terms already present 
in (8). 
At this point it is not clear, which and how many 
high spin felds will be required, but the anticom- 
muting character of the supersymmetry generators 
ensures that the iterative procedure will terminate. 
Our construction will thus generate a finite super- 
multiplet, and its lowest dimensional field may be 
identified with the first component of the correspond- 
ing superfield. 
Of course, the inclusion of higher spin fields will 
modify (9) with terms containing these fields. As a 
consequence, C(3 ) and C(4 ) will acquire inhomogene- 
ous gauge transformations, analogous to the D and S 
transformations of a and X. These play an important 
role in the restriction of the Weyl multiplet o the on- 
shell Poincar~ multiplet. 
Let us briefly indicate how this on-sheU submul- 
tiplet is obtained. First we set the dependent fields 
a, X, C(3 ) and C(4 ) equal to zero by gauge choices. 
We then impose the gravitino field equation, and in- 
vestigate its consequences. We find that the Ricci- 
tensor must vanish and that 
Nabc=O, 3aNbcd=O, 3[aNbede]=O, (11) 
so that N(4 ) describes the spin 1 degrees of freedom 
of the on-shell Poincar~ multiplet. Note that it is cru- 
cial that C(3 ) and C(4 ) develop inhomogeneous gauge 
transformations due to new spin 2 fields. The trans- 
formation of C(3 ) and C(4 ) to R(Q) then becomes a
field dependent gauge transformation, which is ir- 
relevant o the on-shell Poincar6 submultiplet. 
Let us now apply these results to obtain informa- 
tion about the off-shell structure of the d = 11 Poin- 
car~ supergravity theory. This requires a compensating 
multiplet o break some of the superconformal sym- 
metries. The most natural candidate for such a com- 
pensating multiplet is the d = 11 scalar multiplet dp. 
The d = 11 scalar superfield cb(x,O) can be expanded 
as follows: 
cb(x,O) =A + Of + 0F(4)0B(4) + 0F(3)0B(3 ) + OOB + ..., 
(12) 
where 0 is a Majorana spinor. It contains 232 compo- 
nents. The fermionic representations all form mul- 
tiples of 32, since the basic spinor representation of
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Table 1 
The first sectors of  the scalar superfield in d = 11. 











! 1_ 1_ I 1_ 1 




[1 1_1_t_1_1 2,2,2,2,2J 1 X 32 
33111]  ~,5 ,~,5 ,~ 44 × 32 
333111 ~,~,~,~,~ 110 × 32 







[0,0,0,0,0]  1 
SO(11) has dimension 32. In table 1 we present he 
SO(11) representations contained in ~, up to and in- 
cluding the 449 sector. One can find these representa- 
tions, and the ones contained in the higher sectors, 
by using the expansion of  the d = 10 scalar superfield 
[6] ,2 
We find that the d = 1 1 scalar superfield is re- 
ducible. In the 249 sector one can impose two in- 
equivalent constraints: 
5D~(x,0)  = 0, (13) 
ac~)FabcDd~(x,O ) = O[aDrbcde I Dqb(x,0) = 0. (14) 
The first constraint leads to a multiplet with highest 
spin 8, while the second constraint projects out a 
multiplet of  2 X 216 components, with highest spin 
equal to 4. 
The transformation rules of the fields in the first 
few sectors of • are given by 
8A =~,  
,2 Such an analysis is suggested in ref. [7].  
5~ = ¼ ~Ae + (B + P(3)B(3 ) + F(4)B(4))e, 
~B=+~g~+~x,  
~Bab c = -(2.192) -le~r~bc~ + -~ ~ rabc× 
+ g(Xab c + F[aXbc ]), 
6 Babed = (8" 192)- 1 ~ ~ Pabcd ~ -- (4" 9 0) -  1 g Fabc d X 
- grta(Xbcal - ~ Via Xcal ), 
6X = ~ ~Be - 3-LFab e~XB 64 hab 
11a Fal-as e~[a 1Ba2_as] + .... 
~Xa b = ~ eOXBxa b
+ (7" 32) -1Fxpe(93 [aBb] xp - 333xBpab) 
rx eOPBxpab + ~ rx°° e(ataBH Xpo - ~ OxBoab )
- traces + ..., 
5 )(abe = 39(7" 64) -1 F x e~xBab c 
+ 9(7.64)-1 i, XeO[aBbcl x --~13 eO~,Bxabc 
+ s FhO e(~xBoab c _ 3 ~[aBbc ]x° ) _ traces + .... 
(15) 
Here the dots indicate contributions from the next 
sector, which we have not calculated. The algebra 
doses on the fields A, ~ and the B's. 
In order to describe the lowest order coupling to 
conformal supergravity we need only replace ordinary 
derivatives by supercovariant ones. We assign a Weyl 
w = 1 to the scalar component A. In lowest order the 
spinor ~ then transforms under S supersymmetry as 
6S$ = +{ Ar~, (16) 
and hence 
D~ = 0f - ½ Ar .¢ .  (17)  
In terms of the Poincar~ field equation R u = F uvo ~v ~o 
the S-gauge field ¢u is given by 
% = ~(R ---1 r r-R). (18) lo p. 
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We are now ready to apply the compensating mech- 
anism. To break the invariance under dilatations we 
adjust the scalar A to a constant, while the invariance 
under S supersymmetry and K transformations is bro- 
ken by setting ~ and bu equal to zero. This leads to 
the following decomposition rule for the Poincar6 
supersymmetry transformations: 
~P°incar~(e) = 6Q(e) + 6 s(r/= -2(B + F(3)B(3 )
+ P(4)B(4))e ) + 6K(AKu = --½ gq~u). (19) 
After these gauge conditions have been imposed the 
linearized Q transformations of the B's are given by 
6B = gX + (80"144) -1 ~P.R, 
6Bbc = ~?:PabcX + eP[aXbc] + eXab c 
+ (48" 144) -1 (6gP[abRc] -- ½ ?:Pabc r .R ) ,  
6 Babcd = -- 3~6 e I'abed X + 1 ~ p [a b X cd l _ g P [a X bcd l
+ (192" 144)-l(8gP[abcRd] - -~  ~Fabed P'R).  
(20) 
The Poincar~ transformations follow from (8) and the 
decomposition rule (19), e.g. 
qJu = Ou(e°)e + (rurabccl - 3rabcdpU)eNabca 
+ (srurabe + 9raberu)eNb c
+ 2Pu(B + F(3)B(3 ) + r(4)B(4))e. (21) 
These results are in agreement with those obtained 
by Van Proeyen [2]. We note that our N(4 ) is a com- 
bination of his N(4 ) and F(4), the other independent 
combination being absent in our field representation. 
However, we have fields that satisfy differential con- 
straints. As indicated before we can eliminate these 
constraints by adding an additional multiplet. 
We have shown that superconformal methods can 
be used to elucidate the structure o fd  = 11 super- 
gravity. In d = 11 there are no matter multiplets, so 
that the systematic approach through the construc- 
tion of a supercurrent is not applicable. Nevertheless, 
the requirement that the superconformal lgebra 
closes modulo gauge transformations leads to a num- 
ber of unambiguous results. We find that the Weyl 
multiplet involves differential constraints on would- 
be compensating fields, a concept first encountered 
in d = 10 conformal supergravity. It is obviously im- 
portant o unravel further the multiplet structure of 
conformal supergravity, and to identify the Weyl mul- 
tiplet with a (constrained) superfield. 
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